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Organismal courses are inherently integrative, incorporating concepts from genetics,
physiology, ecology and other disciplines linked through a comparative and phylogenetic
framework. In a comprehensive organismal course, the organisms themselves are a
lens through which students view and learn major concepts in evolutionary biology.
Here, we present the learning goals of five core concepts (phylogenetics, biogeography,
biodiversity, evo-devo, and key traits) we are using to transform organismal courses.
We argue that by focusing on organismal knowledge and authentic examples, students
learn foundational concepts and investigate biological hypotheses through the content
that is unique to individual organismal groups. By using active learning strategies
to teach core concepts, instructors can promote an inclusive classroom designed
to engage students from diverse backgrounds and facilitate mastery and retention
to test understanding of core biological concepts. This paper provides justification
for why organismal biology needs to be kept as part of the biology curriculum,
outlines the framework we are using to transform organismal courses, and provides
examples of different ways instructors can incorporate active learning strategies and
in-class activities in organismal courses in ways that enable their application to further
investigation of both foundational and translational sciences for students.

Keywords: active learning, organismal biology, inclusive teaching, STEM curricula, entomology, herpetology,
botany

INTRODUCTION

The changing curriculum landscape and resulting decline of traditional organismal biology courses
(e.g., Entomology, Herpetology, Ornithology, Mammalogy, Botany) is bemoaned in various
publications that emphasize the importance of comparative organismal biology as a means of
broadly training students in modern research practices and methods, including genetics, genomics,
developmental biology, and data science (Riley, 1931; Greene, 2005; Losos et al., 2013; Hosmani
et al., 2019). Organismal biology courses are taxonomically-focused courses that study the evolution
and ecology of an organism by looking at changes in morphology, physiology, and behavior of
closely related species. These differ from other biology courses because, while organisms themselves
are intrinsic to all biological studies, organismal biology is often taught within the context of
many sub-disciplines of biology (molecular and cell biology, genetics, physiology, ecology) rather
than offered as a separate course that teaches about organisms from a natural history perspective
(Boyd, 2007).
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The past decades have seen significant changes in
requirements and offerings of organismal courses across
universities and colleges. For instance, Cheesman et al. (2007)
noted a decrease in required zoology courses in favor of courses
that emphasize a particular sub-discipline of biology (e.g.,
genetics, or ecology) or mathematics (e.g., calculus, statistics).
Over 40% of the biology departments surveyed required
math and discipline-specific biology courses as part of the
core department curriculum, yet have reduced their zoology
core offerings by an average of 49% (Cheesman et al., 2007).
Concurrently, there has been a reduction in organismal botany
courses and degrees within both general biology and plant
biology or plant science (formerly botany) curricula (Woodland,
2007; Drea, 2011). Courses focusing on genetic and molecular
tools are required at the expense of comparative anatomy,
morphology and whole organism courses contributing to
phenomena such as plant blindness (Wandersee and Schussler,
1999; Allen, 2003) and a lack of opportunities to obtain a broad
organismal understanding across undergraduate and graduate
curricula (Futuyma, 1998; McGlynn, 2008). Modern genetics
and statistics courses dominate the curricular maps that address
collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data, which are essential
skills to many biology careers (Gross, 2004). Yet, organismal
biology with its attendant data sets in biodiversity, comparative,
and spatial analyses provide a potentially better path for students
to gain those competencies, particularly in introductory courses.
Therefore, we are missing an opportunity; modern organismal
courses should be whole organism-focused courses with a
concepts-first approach that seamlessly incorporate critical
statistic and data-driven analyses and interpretations with the
diversity of the organisms themselves. By using active learning
and online tools, students can work with real data through
biodiversity and DNA databases and use those data to answer
scientific questions.

Recognizing the need for an integrative perspective across
biological disciplines, and realizing the renaissance of organismal
biology sparked by advances spanning all scales of the life
sciences, a team of researchers and educators generated a
formal report on the “Grand Challenges in Organismal Biology”
(Schwenk et al., 2009). In this report, organisms themselves take
center stage as the “nexus” of many important ecological and
evolutionary processes acting at the sub- and supra-organismal
levels. Organismal knowledge is identified as fundamental to
understanding and organizing information across all areas of
biology (Schwenk et al., 2009) and answering fundamental
research questions regarding evolution and adaptation while
identifying the underlying molecular mechanisms (Denny and
Helmuth, 2009; Denver et al., 2009; Halanych and Goertzen,
2009). Thus, organismal biology could be a way to lay the
foundation for connecting across biological disciplines while also
reinforcing information for teaching biology from first principles.

Recent research on student learning has shown that
interdisciplinary team-work (often called social learning) is
an important skill. Through effective collaboration, students
learn how to communicate with peers and recognize the
inherent importance of diversity and social interdependence
in finding creative solutions (Gropp, 2009; Kültz et al., 2013).

Education and broad training at the undergraduate and graduate
level are essential to developing the content knowledge base
necessary to address current environmental and ecological
problems and to identify science-based solutions to alleviate
social disparity (Schwenk, 2010; Stillman et al., 2011; Zamer,
2011). However, content knowledge alone cannot solve these
large-scale issues. Students that actively work through difficult
material with peers develop skills for listening to and integrating
diverse perspectives when applying content knowledge to
a problem. Active learning (engaging and applying content
knowledge to deepen understanding of material) coupled with
social learning could improve retention of content knowledge
(Keyser, 2000). Therefore, we are in need of courses that bring
together these components: the active, integrative learning
brought by an organismal lens for teaching, and the problem-
solving skills afforded by social learning. This manuscript
presents a framework for teaching organismal biology using
those two components.

AIMS AND RATIONAL

Integrative course design employing active learning strategies
(see Figure 1) can help resolve the dissonance between what
students retain from a course relative to what they need to know
for future careers. Here we describe our framework and efforts
to connect the benefits of active learning with a concepts-based
approach to teaching organismal biology. We present an efficient
model for transforming organismal courses that instructors can
implement across courses to help improve student learning
through active engagement. We developed this framework by
first identifying learning objectives that are commonly taught
and that most immediately lend themselves to conversion to
active learning. We then developed active learning modules to
support these learning objectives that were transferable across
three organismal courses. By focusing on concepts common
across biodiversity science, we contribute to innovation in
pedagogical methods tailored specifically for organismal and
diversity-focused courses in the biological sciences.

Pedagogical Framework
Biology educators across the country are responding to multiple
national calls to reform undergraduate biology education
(National Research Council, 2003; American Association for
the Advancement of Science [AAAS], 2011; Musante, 2011)
by incorporating curricular changes that address key concepts
and skills that explicitly help prepare students for careers
both within and outside of the biological sciences. Successfully
using organismal biology to teach fundamental concepts that
integrate biological disciplines will maximize preparation of the
next generation of scientists, educators, and professional degree
practitioners to address the greatest biological challenges. To
build upon the efforts that others have successfully established,
we believe the combination of organismal biology and active
learning becomes a logical intersection to address the importance
of incorporating broad organismal knowledge within a modern
Biology curriculum. We propose that using a concept-centric
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FIGURE 1 | A glossary of terms and active learning practiced referenced throughout the manuscript.

approach in organismal courses will provide a framework for
reinforcing the principles of biology and making connections
across disciplines. By using active pedagogical methods that
promote inclusivity, we may also narrow achievement gaps
for underrepresented students and retain a greater diversity of
students in STEM (Ballen et al., 2017; Theobald et al., 2020).

We integrate five core evolutionary concepts—phylogenetics,
biogeography, biodiversity, evo-devo, and trait evolution—
and apply them across three organismal courses (Figure 2) as
an example of how to potentially structure organismal courses.
We chose these five concepts because they are fundamental to
organismal and evolutionary biology, represent central concepts
for understanding biodiversity and their relationship on the
Tree of Life, and specifically address learning goals that
target common misconceptions. We designed this so these
concepts are implemented the same way in each course, but
the content changes to use examples specific to organisms
that are the focus of each course. With this framework,
we hope to improve student understanding, retention and
mastery of both organismal and evolutionary concepts by
providing opportunities to practice these concepts in multiple
contexts (i.e., different courses) and through different worksheets,

clicker questions, and technology-supported active learning. This
approach also enables students to place concepts learned across a
range of biological scales, from genetic interactions to ecosystem
services, in a larger perspective that will enhance their ability to
function as interdisciplinary scientific thinkers. The adaptability
of this framework may also benefit instructors and departments
aiming to include active learning into their courses and transform
multiple courses at once.

Teaching Modern Concepts in an Organism-Centric
Curriculum
Imagine yourself in front of a classroom full of students- “From
this tree, you can see that a lizard is more closely related
to a bird than to a frog.” Although this is likely not the
first-time students have encountered a lesson on the Tree of
Life, students often struggle with understanding evolutionary
relationships and using phylogenies to test hypotheses related
to the evolution of biodiversity. This lack of understanding
of tree-thinking paired with general misconceptions about
phylogenetic history presents challenges to faculty who need to
first correct student fallacies about organismal relationships in
order to teach fundamental concepts in evolutionary biology.
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FIGURE 2 | The five concepts we chose to exemplify how to design active learning in concept-based organismal courses. The learning objectives for each concept
are listed in the outer circles. In addition to concepts, the courses exist in a matrix of best practices supported by the use of active learning and inclusive strategies to
engage students in learning about organismal biology. The concepts unify organismal courses because they use the same content to teach about a concept through
a different organismal lens.

Once learned correctly, tree-thinking enables students to gain
a holistic understanding of natural history and the diversity
of life. Many educators have been advocating for the use of
phylogentic trees in education and are publishing modules,
assessments and results of student learning of this content
(Cooper et al., 2006; Meisel, 2010; University of California
Museum of Paleontology, 2020). These tools and others help
students gain an understanding of key organismal relationships
and evolutionary concepts in a phylogenetic framework, that they

can then apply more broadly to investigate scientific problems
that are relevant across organismal lineages. For instance, one
can provide a phylogeny of the Drosophila planitibia species
group and ask students to approximate divergence times and
hypothesize the mechanisms by which each species established
on the Hawaiian Islands. Students would use their understanding
of phylogenetic trees and molecular evolution to estimate
diversification rates and understanding of evolutionary processes
to generate biogeographic hypotheses for the species in this
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group. This exercise is adaptable to any taxon; examples could
be drawn from Reed frogs on the Gulf of Guinea archipelago
islands or the biogeography of the Crassulaceae family across
several African countries and surrounding islands (Karimi
et al., 2017). Due to the transferability of concept knowledge,
student learning occurs in different organismal contexts but the
students are taught to think about the concepts and apply those
concepts across different evolutionary scales and across diverse
organismal lineages.

A concepts-first approach to teaching allows students to
grasp “big picture” ideas, rather than memorize stand-alone
facts that are disengaged from the fundamental understanding
of science (Olson, 2008). When done successfully, students
learn about subject-specific content, while also integrating
and applying that content to the broader concepts. Ideally,
the concepts are reinforced throughout course topics with
various examples, and applied broadly to other related courses
with different content yet overlapping concepts (such as the
biogeography examples from above). Concept-first teaching
methods reinvigorate courses, allowing the content to populate
the framework provided by the concepts. This approach increases
student understanding of course content and helps students
better connect to content within the context of a problem
they are trying to solve (Jacobs and Moore, 1998; Harland,
2002), thereby facilitating the retention and recall of information.
We advocate applying a concept-first framework because it
provides students with a foundational structure for organizing
new material, teaching students how to integrate knowledge
across topics to build their scientific fluency to support more
complex and integrative learning within and across courses.
Courses that use concept-first framework additionally reflect
the way that science is practiced, and as such are critical for
preparing students to meet the rapidly growing needs of our next
generation of scientists.

Organismal courses lend themselves to an integrative concept-
first approach (Zupanc, 2008; Russell, 2009) as they systematically
bridge the gaps across disciplines in biology (e.g., evolution,
ecology, genetics, morphology, physiology), and provide a
holistic perspective that unites the principle concepts across
disparate fields (Pianka et al., 1998; Greene, 2005; Russell, 2009;
Schwenk et al., 2009; Padilla et al., 2014). For instance, students
in a Genetics class may learn about what causes a mutation;
in an organismal course, students will apply that knowledge to
understand how a mutation may manifest within a particular
species or lineage, and how those mutations affect the evolution
of the organisms leading to key adaptations or diversification
in form and/or function. By linking organismal content (e.g.,
synapomorphies for various insect clades) to specific concepts
(e.g., tree thinking or evo-devo), students are provided with a
mechanism for learning and retaining the phylogenetic history
of key traits while placing this knowledge in the context of
evolutionary principles that cross biological disciplines.

Finally, many of the major advances in science are achieved
by collaborative teams with complementary specialization, where
each researcher contributes expertise to find an interdisciplinary
solution. This approach is necessary because scientists are
typically not trained in all fields at the depth required for

scientific advancement; however, if each discipline becomes
excessively siloed, the benefits of integration will become more
difficult. For instance, the revolution of DNA sequencing
technologies over the past 20 years has resulted in the use
of molecular characters for phylogenetic reconstruction of all
extant lineages across the tree of life. However, a holistic
understanding of the entire organism from multiple disciplinary
angles (including morphology, ecology, and behavior) enables
scientists to characterize evolutionary changes occurring across
these lineages and to relate the evolution of organismal traits
to fundamental biological principles. While advances in genetics
has led to an understanding of basic organismal processes in a
handful of model organisms (e.g., development in Drosophila;
Nusslein-Volhard, etc.), it is only through a comparative
understanding of whole organisms that we can we see how
the genetic processes detailed in model systems can lead to
diversification of form and function across the tree of life, in deep
and recent time, and at local and global scales.

Teaching With Active Learning-Inclusivity and Core
Concepts
Active learning practices (see Figure 1), when taken as a
whole, improve collaboration, critical thinking, problem-solving
skills, and student performance. Small-group and project-based
learning are instructional modalities often associated with active
learning and have been shown to increase student scores,
reduce achievement gaps, and build skills that are useful to
scientists outside of the classroom environment (Gaudet et al.,
2010; David, 2018). Project-based learning gives students the
opportunity to use current technology and scientific methods
to learn theories, collect data, and interpret their results,
which increases engagement and improves critical thinking skills
through critiques of their own work and the work of peers
(Switzer and Shriner, 2000; David, 2018). Small-group learning
also benefits students by improving student attitudes toward and
confidence in group work (Harland, 2002; Gaudet et al., 2010)
and is thus important not only for increasing accessibility of
content within a class but also providing students with relevant
skills in building and managing effective collaborations.

Active learning in STEM courses provides students
opportunities to practice higher-order thinking skills and
improve overall performance (Wieman, 2007; Freeman et al.,
2014) while preparing students to join the scientific workforce.
For instance, active learning techniques such as clicker questions,
case studies, and worksheets reinforce content knowledge
and give students opportunities to learn the material in novel
ways (Bonwell and Eison, 1991), enhancing understanding
and providing a framework for linking concepts across
disciplines. Incorporating hands-on learning activities that
emphasize transferrable knowledge and skills are more engaging,
and help students develop deeper conceptual and practical
understandings of scientific content through direct engagement
in problem solving that mimics actual scientific discovery. We
believe that using active learning methods in a concept-first
organismal biology course is a valuable way to foster the use of
scientific practices and provide a platform to explore concepts
from various perspectives for all students.
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Multiple studies show active learning exercises using small-
group learning paired with low-risk or non-exam assessments
can broaden participation and increase inclusivity in science by
reducing achievement and persistence gaps that exist for female,
first-generation, and underrepresented minority (URM) students
(Lorenzo et al., 2006; Beichner et al., 2007; Ballen et al., 2017,
2018; Theobald et al., 2020). Greater performance outcomes for
these groups of students improve student confidence and self-
efficacy (Ballen et al., 2017), thereby fostering intrinsic motivation
(Musante, 2012), raising awareness and understanding of
potential career opportunities (Mead et al., 2015) and reducing
attrition rates. In addition, active learning has the benefit of
promoting collaboration and decreasing competition between
individual students in the classroom (DeGrandi et al., 2018),
providing a more inclusive environment for student engagement.
This is particularly important for organismal courses, as these
tend to attract fewer URM students despite the demonstrated
importance of evolutionary science in advancing many STEM
disciplines (Mead et al., 2015).

Active learning strategies lend themselves well to organismal
knowledge focused on evolutionary or ecological concepts.
For example, traditional biodiversity teaching methods present
students with a list of taxonomic groups (e.g., families of
flowering plants), along with characteristics or traits of each
group that are used to distinguish among lineages. Most
current biodiversity courses use a phylogenetic context, or
“tree thinking,” to explore taxa and their traits, empowering
students to use comparative methods to conceptually understand
how biodiversity arose within and across lineages in both
space and time. This context helps students gain a better
understanding of the relationships and homologies among
organisms (Ballen and Greene, 2017), and provides a framework
for exploring the genetic or biogeographic associations of
particular traits or ecological functions. Students benefit most
when they can rationalize, rather than memorize, biotic
evolutionary histories through learning about common ancestry,
monophyletic lineages, and key traits (Ballen and Greene, 2017).
Using specific case studies and active learning techniques, the
traditional lecture on taxonomy becomes instead an exploration
of trait evolution across a clade.

Learning Environment
We chose five concepts (phylogenetic inference, biogeography,
biodiversity, key trait evolution, and the link between evolution
and development) to integrate across Entomology, Botany,
and Herpetology courses at Cornell University. The courses
we describe include students at all levels of study—from
freshman to graduate students. These courses have previously
been taught using only lecture and a mix of application-based
multiple choice and short answer exams. The activities we
have developed are specifically designed to deliver the same
amount of content but deepen conceptual knowledge and assess
student acquired abilities to apply concepts to novel contexts.
These activities will represent a diversity of hypothesis-driven
activities including case studies, model simulations, problem-
solving activities using examples from primary literature to
increase classroom engagement and collaborative learning and

provide students opportunities to practice scientific skills. The
activities will be scaffolded throughout the course as low-stake
assignments and students will work on these activities in small
groups; all supporting an inclusive classroom environment. We
provide examples of how we envision the implementation of
these activities (see Figures 3, 4), with an emphasis on the ways
in which we support our framework (concepts and content)
using active learning strategies, engage students with the material,
unify concepts within and across courses, and create inclusive
learning environments.

RESULTS

We plan to assess the transformation of organismal courses using
this framework by collecting data on the efficacy of teaching
improvements and student understanding. To characterize the
transformation of these courses from traditional lecture courses
(lectures without active learning before this framework was
implemented) to active learning courses (after implementation
of this framework), we will collect course observation data
using the Classroom Observation Protocol for Undergraduate
STEM (COPUS; Smith et al., 2013). Based on classroom
observations, instructional practices can be categorized as
didactic, interactive lectures, or student-centered (Stains et al.,
2018) using COPUSprofiles.org. We will use this to assess
how our instruction changed before and after the course
transformation. We will also survey students about their
engagement with the material, interest to learn, enthusiasm,
and satisfaction with the class environment. These affective
measures are important for learning and are often reflected in
more inclusive classrooms and improved performance across
demographic groups. The survey will include questions about
how the course has contributed to their understanding of the
learning objectives in organismal biology. We will compare
student surveys across the three classes over the implementation
of active learning modules.

To evaluate increases in student learning, students will be
given Pre-Post knowledge assessments of the five concepts in
both the traditional lecture and active learning courses. We
will use multilevel modeling and model selection to look at
changes from students pre and post scores, while accounting
for demographic variables and other random effects (Theobald,
2018). We will also be using student exam data to compare
student understanding in previous traditional lecture versions
of the course with that achieved in semesters with active
learning. From these data, we will be able to quantitatively (%
correct) and qualitatively (coding for themes) analyze student
answers. Student retention of concept knowledge will be tested by
comparing the Pre-Post knowledge assessment and improvement
of concepts in midterm and final exams. Students that take
more than one of the transformed organismal courses will have
their scores on the Pre-Post knowledge assessment and analyzed
concepts in midterm and final exams modeled over different
semester to look for changes in retention based on the context
of the course. Retention test for conceptual understanding will
also occur 6 months to a year after course completion. Formative
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FIGURE 3 | An example of an activity that is easily adapted for multiple courses. By changing the taxon, students can have discussions relevant to course content,
even though the same concepts will be present regardless of taxa. Most of the time, the lessons will have to be adapted more specifically to the course content, but
can still hit the same learning objectives and concepts.
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FIGURE 4 | An example of activities that are developed for specific organismal courses, but integrate multiple concepts into a single lesson. These concepts are
being taught in similar ways through each course.

assessments will primarily be used for student feedback rather
than graded assessments. These ideas outline our assessment plan
as we attempt to delineate a framework to be used in modern
organismal biology courses.

DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

Biology education is shifting toward engaging students in
scientific practices and conceptual understanding using active
learning strategies that emulate modern scientific practices.
Organismal biology is an integral part of understanding the
context of our scientific findings. We are applying modern
concept framework across three organismal-focused courses. The
concepts that unite these courses are central to understanding
biology and uniting independently taught disciplines within the
context of a group of organisms. We believe incorporating active
learning-based educational resources and strategies using an

inclusive approach to engage students from diverse backgrounds
will facilitate mastery and retention of core biological concepts
and enable their application to further investigation into both
basic and applied sciences.

Our framework is designed to be adapted by instructors to any
organismal context and the general theme of the concept-centric
framework can be applied even more broadly across disciplines.
Obviously not all universities will have the student body mass
to teach taxon-specific courses. However, including organismic-
centric examples as part of active learning will provide knowledge
and learning enhancement. We understand that not all colleges
and universities can offer organism-specific courses, however,
these concepts and organismal examples would also serve well
in courses of a more general, non-specific taxonomic topic,
such as Ecology, Biodiversity, Biogeography, Evolution, and
others. By using a concept-first approach, instructors can easily
transform or infuse active learning into multiple courses at
once. Instructors that are part of a faculty team trying to
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redesign courses, or looking to make changes to your own
courses, should establish the concepts that are common to
your courses. We first chose concepts that focused on the
evolution of biodiversity and underlying biological processes.
We then selected content that addressed one or more of the
concepts and generated analogous activities using the content
specific to each taxon-specific organismal course. For courses
that are not taxon specific, a diversity of organismal examples
could be used to demonstrate these fundamental concepts. The
concepts serve as the course learning objectives, but each activity
should first establish learning objectives that contribute to the
major concept. We are using the backwards design approach
to build course activities. This approach requires faculty to first
identify specific content or skills they want their students to
know (student-learning objectives), then find a way to show
evidence that the students are learning (assess student-learning
objectives), and finally plan how to teach this information (design
activities to engage students in the learning process) (Wiggins
and McTighe, 1998; Reynolds and Kearns, 2017). Our activities
are being designed using examples from primary literature to
draw from authentic examples of biological problems and ways
to address research questions. We are also trying to design
activities that capitalize on new approaches to provide students
with opportunities for recognizing the practical uses of modern
scientific methods (e.g., CRISPR, Gene Drive, Microbiomes, etc.).

Students also benefit from these concept-first courses as
student learning tends to improve through active engagement.
Using a variety of activities (i.e., simulations, case studies,
problem-solving) active learning strategies (i.e., think-pair-share,
polling, jigsaw), and assessment strategies (i.e., low-stakes quizzes
and activity points, individual and group work) may mitigate
the “leaky” pipeline by reducing the student achievement gap
(Freeman et al., 2011; Haak et al., 2011; Theobald et al., 2020)
and improve overall student performance in courses by learning
about concepts and making connections between concepts in
different ways (Allen-Ramdial and Campbell, 2014).

Using active learning in organismal-focused courses may
also help increase participation of URMs and female students.
URMs leave biomedical and behavioral science (e.g., zoology)
majors more than white and Asian students (Chang et al.,
2011). By implementing active learning strategies, particularly
in organismal courses, it could draw in a new pool of students
by improving student interest and motivation and set up future
career options for groups that were traditionally discouraged
from organismal biology fields (Rivers, 2006). It also may
help retain female students in STEM careers as previous work
indicates that female students underperform on exams relative to
males, but tend to outperform males on non-exam assessments
(Ballen et al., 2018). Students form scientific identities during

their undergraduate years, so it is important for students to have
exposure to different courses and career options. It is especially
important for URM students to develop science identities, gain
a sense of belonging, and increase their self-efficacy in order to
persist in STEM careers (Trujillo and Tanner, 2014). To facilitate
this, it is important to use examples that display the diversity
of scientists and research in organismal biology so students
can relate to these examples and gain a sense of belonging
(Schinske et al., 2016).

We encourage faculty to use and build upon this framework.
When designing your organismal courses, take advantage of
the resources that help students gain transferrable knowledge
and scientific skills to make your courses active, inclusive, and
engaging. By teaching concepts with an active approach, we can
help improve student learning and diversify our student body and
the pipeline training the next generation of scientists, educators,
and professional degree practitioners.
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